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ステッピングモータの低騒音化
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Fig.2 Comparison of sound pressure spectra of usual stepping 
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Fig.3 Comparison of sound pressure spectra of usual stepping 
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Fig.4 Noise comparison among usual stepping motor, improved 











Fig.5 Externals of stepping motor 
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Table.1 Mass of structure of stator, flange, bracket and FEM model 
Experiment[g] FEM[g] Error[%] 
462.5 475.2 2.7 
 
 
Fig.6 FEM model of stepping motor 







The first natural frequency 7,920 4,613 41.8 
The second natural frequency  5,460   
 
Fig.7 FEM model of stepping motor 
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Fig.8 Mode shape of FEM model of first natural frequency. 
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The purpose of the research is a noise reduction of stepping motor. The stepping motor the structure which rotates every step can simply realize 
position control, and it has velocity fluctuation by repeating acceleration and deceleration, and this becomes a factor in which the vibration is 
generated rotor. For the noise reduction, measurement of noise and vibration of stepping motor that structural optimization of stator and production of 
finite element model is tried structural optimization of entire stepping motor. 
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